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The pundits  and politicians generally  take it  for  granted that  President  Trump lacks a
coherent foreign policy. They believe that he acts solely out of spite, caprice, and political
opportunism — lashing out  at  U.S.  allies  like  Germany’s  Angela  Merkel  and England’s
Theresa May only to embrace authoritarian rulers like Russia’s Vladimir Putin and North
Korea’s Kim Jong-un. His instinctive rancor and impulsiveness seemed on full display during
his recent trip to Europe,  where he lambasted Merkel,  undercut May,  and then,  in an
extraordinary meeting with Putin, dismissed any concerns over Russian meddling in the
2016 American presidential election (before half-walking his own comments back).

“Nobody knows when Trump is doing international diplomacy and when he is
doing election campaigning in Montana,” commented Danish defense minister
Claus  Hjort  Frederiksen  following  the  summit.  “It  is  difficult  to  decode  what
policy  the  American  president  is  promoting.  There  is  a  complete
unpredictability  in  this.”

While that reaction may be typical, it’s a mistake to assume that Trump lacks a coherent
foreign-policy blueprint. In fact, an examination of his campaign speeches and his actions
since entering the Oval Office — including his appearance with Putin — reflect his adherence
to a core strategic concept: the urge to establish a tripolar world order, one that was,
curiously enough, first envisioned by Russian and Chinese leaders in 1997 and one that they
have relentlessly pursued ever since.

Such  a  tripolar  order  —  in  which  Russia,  China,  and  the  U.S.  would  each  assume
responsibility for maintaining stability within their own respective spheres of influence while
cooperating to resolve disputes wherever those spheres overlap — breaks radically with the
end-of-the-Cold-War  paradigm.  During  those  heady  years,  the  United  States  was  the
dominant world power and lorded it over most of the rest of the planet with the aid of its
loyal NATO allies.

For Russian and Chinese leaders, such a “unipolar” system was considered anathema.  After
all, it granted the United States a hegemonic role in world affairs while denying them what
they considered their rightful place as America’s equals. Not surprisingly, destroying such a
system and replacing it with a tripolar one has been their strategic objective since the late
1990s — and now an American president has zealously embraced that disruptive project as
his own.
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The Sino-Russian Master Plan

The  joint  Russian-Chinese  project  to  undermine  the  unipolar  world  system was  first  set  in
motion when then-Chinese President Jiang Zemin conferred with then-Russian President
Boris Yeltsin (image on the right) during a state visit to Moscow in April 1997. Restoring
close relations with Russia while building a common front against U.S. global dominance was
reportedly the purpose of Jiang’s trip.

“Some are pushing toward a world with one center,” said Yeltsin at the time.
“We want the world to be multipolar, to have several focal points. These will
form the basis for a new world order.”

This  outlook  was  inscribed  in  a  “Joint  Declaration  on  a  Multipolar  World  and  the
Establishment of a New International Order,” signed by the two leaders on April 23, 1997. 
Although phrased in grandiose language (as its title suggests),  the declaration remains
worth reading as it contains most of the core principles on which Donald Trump’s foreign
policy now rests.

At its heart lay a condemnation of global hegemony — the drive by any single nation to
dominate  world  affairs  —  along  with  a  call  for  the  establishment  of  a  “multipolar”
international order. It went on to espouse other key precepts that would now be considered
Trumpian,  including  unqualified  respect  for  state  sovereignty,  non-interference  in  the
domestic affairs of other states (code for no discussion of their human rights abuses), and
the pursuit of mutual economic advantage.

Yeltsin would resign as president in December 1999, while Jiang would complete his term in
March 2003. Their successors, Vladimir Putin and Hu Jintao, would, however, continue to
build on that 1997 foundational document, issuing their own blueprint for a tripolar world in
2005.

Following a Kremlin meeting that July, the two would sign an updated “Joint Statement of
the People’s Republic of China and the Russian Federation Regarding the International Order
of the 21st Century.”  It was even more emphatic in its commitment to a world in which the
United States would be obliged to negotiate on equal  terms with Moscow and Beijing,
stating:
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“The international  community should thoroughly renounce the mentality of
confrontation and alignment, should not pursue the right to monopolize or
dominate  world  affairs,  and  should  not  divide  countries  into  a  leading  camp
and  a  subordinate  camp…  World  affairs  should  be  decided  through  dialogue
and consultation on a multilateral and collective basis.”

The principal aim of such a strategy was, and continues to be, to demolish a U.S.-dominated
world order — especially one in which that dominance was ensured by American reliance on
its  European allies and NATO. The ability to mobilize not only its  own power but also
Europe’s  gave  Washington  a  particularly  outsized  role  in  international  affairs.  If  such  ties
could be crippled or destroyed, its clout would obviously be diminished and so it might
someday become just another regional heavyweight.

In those years, Putin was particularly vocal in calling for the dissolution of NATO and its
replacement by a European-wide security system that would, of course, include his country.
The divisions in Europe “will continue until there is a single security area in Europe,” he told
the Italian newspaper Corriere della  Sera  in  2001.  Just  as  the Warsaw Pact  had been
disbanded as the Cold War ended, he argued, so Western Europe’s Cold War-era alliance,
NATO, should be replaced with a broader security structure.

Donald Trump Climbs on Board

There is no way to know whether Donald Trump was ever aware — no matter how indirectly
— of such Sino-Russian goals or planning, but there can be no question that, in his own
fashion and for his own reasons, he has absorbed their fundamental principles.  As his
recent assaults on NATO and his embrace of the Russian president suggest, he is visibly
seeking to create the very tripolar world once envisioned by Boris Yeltsin and Jiang Zemin
and zealously promoted by Vladimir Putin ever since he assumed office.

The proof  that  Trump sought  such an international  system can be found in  his  2016
campaign speeches and interviews. While he repeatedly denounced China for its unfair
trade practices and complained about Russia’s nuclear-weapons buildup, he never described
those countries as mortal enemies.  They were rivals or competitors with whose leaders he
could communicate and, when advantageous, cooperate. On the other hand, he denounced
NATO as a drain on America’s prosperity and its ability to maneuver successfully in the
world.  Indeed, he saw that alliance as eminently dispensable if its members were unwilling
to support his idea of how to promote America’s best interests in a highly competitive world.

“I am proposing a new foreign policy focused on advancing America’s core
national interests,  promoting regional stability,  and producing an easing of
tensions  in  the  world,”  he  declared  in  a  September  2016  speech  in
Philadelphia.

From that speech and other campaign statements, you can get a pretty good idea of his
mindset.

First, make the United States — already the world’s most powerful nation — even stronger,
especially  militarily.  Second,  protect  America’s  borders.  (“Immigration  security,”  he
explained, “is a vital part of our national security.”) Third, in contrast to the version of
globalism previously espoused by the American version of a liberal international order, this
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country  was  to  pursue  only  its  own  interests,  narrowly  defined.  Playing  the  role  of  global
enforcer for allies, he argued, had impoverished the United States and must be ended.

“At some point,” as he put it to New York Times reporters Maggie Haberman
and David Sanger in March 2016, “we cannot be the policeman of the world.”

As for NATO, he couldn’t have been clearer: it had become irrelevant and its preservation
should no longer be an American priority. “Obsolete” was the word he used with Haberman
and Sanger.

“When  NATO  was  formed  many  decades  ago…  there  was  a  different  threat,
[the Soviet Union,]… which was much bigger… [and] certainly much more
powerful than even today’s Russia.”

The real threat, he continued, is terrorism, and NATO had no useful role in combating that
peril.

“I think, probably a new institution maybe would be better for that than using
NATO, which was not meant for that.”

President Donald J. Trump and President Vladimir Putin of the Russian Federation | July 16, 2018 (Official
White House Photo by Shealah Craighead)

All of this, of course, fit to a T what Vladimir Putin has long been calling for, not to speak of
the grand scheme articulated by Yeltsin and Jiang in 1997. Indeed, during the second
presidential debate, Trump went even further, saying,

“I  think it  would be great  if  we got  along with Russia  because we could fight
ISIS together.”
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Though the focus at the moment is purely on President Trump and Russia, let’s not forget
China. While frequently lambasting the Chinese in the economic realm, he has nonetheless
sought Beijing’s help in addressing the North Korean nuclear threat and other common
perils. He speaks often by telephone with President Xi Jinping and insists that they enjoy an
amicable relationship. Indeed, to the utter astonishment of many of his Republican allies, he
even allowed the Chinese telecommunications  giant  ZTE to  regain  access  to  essential
American technology and computer chips after paying a $1 billion fine, though the firm had
been widely accused of violating U.S. sanctions on trade with Iran and North Korea. Such a
move  was,  he  claimed,  “reflective”  of  his  wish  to  negotiate  a  successful  trade  deal  with
China  “and  my  personal  relationship  with  President  Xi.”

Trump’s World Reflects That Sino-Russian Plan

Although there’s no evidence that Donald Trump ever even knew about the Sino-Russian
blueprint for establishing a tripolar global order, everything he’s done as president has had
the affect of facilitating that world-altering project. This was stunningly evident at the recent
Trump-Putin meeting in Helsinki, where he repeatedly spoke of his desire to cooperate with
Moscow in solving global problems.

“The disagreements between our two countries are well known and President
Putin and I discussed them at length today,” he said at the press conference
that followed their private conversation. “But if we’re going to solve many of
the  problems  facing  our  world,  then  we’re  going  to  have  to  find  ways  to
cooperate  in  pursuit  of  shared  interests.”

He  then  went  on  to  propose  that  officials  of  the  national  security  councils  of  the  two
countries get together to discuss such matters — an extraordinary proposal  given the
historical mistrust between Washington and Moscow.

And despite the furor his warm embrace of Putin triggered in Washington, Trump doubled
down on his strategic concept by inviting the Russian leader to the White House for another
round of one-on-one talks this fall. According to White House press secretary Sarah Sanders,
National Security Advisor John Bolton is already in preparatory talks with the Kremlin for
such a meeting.

The big question in all this, of course, is: Why? Why would an American president seek to
demolish a global order in which the United States was the dominant player and enjoyed the
support of so many loyal and wealthy allies?  Why would he want to replace it with one in
which it would be but one of three regional heavyweights?

Undoubtedly, historians will  debate this question for decades. The obvious answer, offered
by  so  many  pundits,  is  that  he  doesn’t  actually  know  what  he’s  doing,  that  it’s  all
thoughtless and impulsive. But there’s another possible answer: that he intuits in the Sino-
Russian template a model that the United States could emulate to its benefit.

In the Trumpian mindset, this country had become weak and overextended because of its
uncritical  adherence to the governing precepts of  the liberal  international  order,  which
called for the U.S. to assume the task of policing the world while granting its allies economic
and trade advantages in return for their loyalty. Such an assessment, whether accurate or
not,  certainly  jibes  well  with  the  narrative  of  victimization  that  so  transfixed  his  core
constituency in rustbelt areas of Middle America. It also suggests that an inherited burden
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could  now  be  discarded,  allowing  for  the  emergence  of  a  less-encumbered,  stronger
America — much as a stronger Russia has emerged in this century from the wreckage of the
Soviet Union and a stronger China from the wreckage of Maoism. This reinvigorated country
would still, of course, have to compete with those other two powers, but from a far stronger
position,  being able to devote all  its  resources to economic growth and self-protection
without the obligation of defending half of the rest of the world.

Listen to Trump’s speeches, read through his interviews, and you’ll find just this proposition
lurking behind virtually everything he has to say on foreign policy and national security.

“You know… there is  going to  be a  point  at  which we just  can’t  do this
anymore,”  he  told  Haberman and  Sanger  in  2016,  speaking  of  America’s
commitments to allies. “You know, when we did those deals, we were a rich
country… We were a rich country with a very strong military and tremendous
capability in so many ways. We’re not anymore.”

The only acceptable response, he made clear, was to jettison such overseas commitments
and focus instead on “restoring” the country’s self-defense capabilities through a massive
buildup of its combat forces. (The fact that the United States already possesses far more
capable weaponry than any of its rivals and outspends them by a significant margin when it
comes to the acquisition of  additional  munitions doesn’t  seem to have any impact on
Trump’s calculations.)

This outlook would be embedded in his administration’s National Security Strategy, released
last December. The greatest threat to American security, it claimed, wasn’t ISIS or al-Qaeda,
but Russian and Chinese efforts to bolster their military power and extend their geopolitical
reach. But given the administration’s new approach to global affairs, it suggested, there was
no  reason  to  believe  that  the  country  was  headed  for  an  inevitable  superpower
conflagration.  (“Competition  does  not  always  mean hostility,  nor  does  it  inevitably  lead to
conflict. An America that successfully competes is the best way to prevent conflict.”)

However ironic it might seem, this is, of course, the gist of the Sino-Russian tripolar model
as embraced and embellished by Donald Trump. It envisions a world of constant military and
economic contention among three regional  power centers,  generating crises of  various
sorts, but not outright war. It assumes that the leaders of those three centers will cooperate
on  matters  affecting  them  all,  such  as  terrorism,  and  negotiate  as  necessary  to  prevent
minor  skirmishes  from  erupting  into  major  battles.

Will this system prove more stable and durable than the crumbling unipolar world order it’s
replacing? Who knows? If Russia, China, and the United States were of approximately equal
strength, it might indeed theoretically prevent one party from launching a full-scale conflict
with another, lest the aggrieved country join the third power, overwhelming the aggressor.

Eerily  enough,  this  reflects  the  future  world  as  envisioned  in  George  Orwell’s  dystopian
novel 1984 — a world in which three great-power clusters, Oceania, Eurasia, and Eastasia,
contend for global dominance, periodically forming new two-against-one alliances. However,
as the United States currently possesses significantly greater military power than Russia and
China combined, that equation doesn’t really apply and so, despite the mammoth nuclear
arsenals of all three countries, the possibility of a U.S.-initiated war cannot be ruled out. In a
system of ever-competing super-states, the risk of crisis and confrontation will always be
present, along with the potential for nuclear escalation.
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One thing we can be reasonably sure of, however, regarding such a system is that smaller,
weaker states, and minority peoples everywhere will be given even shorter shrift than at
present  when  caught  in  any  competitive  jousting  for  influence  among  the  three  main
competitors (and their proxies). This is the crucial lesson to be drawn from the grim fighting
still ongoing in Syria and eastern Ukraine: you are only worth something as long as you do
the  bidding  of  your  superpower  patron.   When your  utility  is  exhausted  — or  you’re
unfortunate enough to be trapped in a zone of contention — your life is worth nothing. No
lasting peace is attainable in such an environment and so, just as in Orwell’s 1984, war — or
preparing for war — will be a perpetual condition of life.

*

Michael T. Klare, a TomDispatch regular, is the five-college professor emeritus of peace and
world security studies at Hampshire College and a senior visiting fellow at the Arms Control
Association. His most recent book is The Race for What’s Left. His next book, All Hell
Breaking Loose: Climate Change, Global Chaos, and American National Security, will be
published in 2019.
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